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ABSTRACT

Alfonso Hotel Farm currently uses a manual system in reserving guests. They use phone calls and emails in dealing with reservations. The resort is searching for ways to develop a better system in exchange of their manual system with the use of the internet. They decided to let us help them make an online billing and reservation system for the improvement of their resort.

The online billing and reservation system was proposed as an alternative for the manual reservation system of Alfonso Hotel and Farm to make the operation of the resort less time and less work consuming. The proposed system will also help promote the resort to a wider market because it is uploaded online. It contains information of the system that will satisfy the client because of its informative and relevant content.

The proponents developed a manageable system for Alfonso Hotel and Farm. There is a part of that system that handles the reservation of guests who come for the computation of bills. Also, the guests will be able to reschedule or cancel their reservation. There is also a module for the maintenance of available rooms and amenities. The system is also be capable of generating reports.
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